
BINDERS for the new format NEWSLETTER 97
The Society's Committee has examined a specimen of a "Cordex" Binder and has 
agreed that similar binders should be made available to members. Each will hold 
13 copies, enough for four years and a possible index. The illustration shows a 
binder and the method of inserting copies. The binders are covered in a synthetic 
material and are washable.
For a minimum collective order of 50 binders the cost, including "Newsletter" 
attractively blocked in gold on the spine will be £3.50 each. To safeguard the 
Society's finances, orders will be retained until at least 50 copies are required. The 
binders will then be ordered, will be ready in about one month and will be available 
for collection on payment from an office reasonably near the town centre. Members 
will be advised when the binders are ready.
AN ORDER FORM IS ENCLOSED WITH THIS COPY OF THE NEWSLETTER. 
Fill it in NOW!
The'Cordex' Binder

Binding Instructions

1. Open magazine at the centre.

2. Stretch first cord on the left away
from the spine.

3. Slip magazine under and release
cord so that rests along the centre 
fold.

Insert subsequent copies in a 
similar manner and move over 
gently to the left-hand side of the 
binder.

The cords are specially made 
from bonded nylon of great 
strength and durability and they are attached to strong springs.

They may be stretched 3M to 4” from the spine to allow easy insertion or removal of copies.

Safeguard your early Newsletters
Budge Adams has offered to fit a plastic comb spine and protective cover sheets to your collection 
of the original A4Newsletters and at the same time will also provide permanent plain self-adhesive 
labels for members to write and fix to the spine and front board. The cost of this is £1, of which half 
will go to the Society's funds.
If you are interested, take your copies to 24 Castle Avenue, after phoning 208008 to see if he is "in," 
and arrangements will then be made for their return to you.
My own copies have been secured in this way and I recommend the process to the membership.


